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CROWDFUNDING SUCCESS: Provenir co-founder and CEO Chris Balazs said Provenir's high
welfare meat supporters will receive products that have full traceability and true provenance.
The winner of SproutX's 2017 Accelerator Program Awards, the mobile abattoir company
Provenir, has raised nearly $70,000 through crowdfunding.
Provenir's crowdfunding campaign, which was launched April 23, exceeded its initial target of
$33,000 within two weeks.
When the crowdfunding campaign closed, 298 people had pledged $68,166 to the start up.
Provenir co-founder Jayne Newgreen thanked supporters, for backing the development stages
of the business.
She said many had thrown their support behind the crowdfunding campaign by becoming
customers and pre-purchasing meat packs.
"Provenir's crowdfunding campaign is not a marketing gimmick, rather it's a really important
part of our business plan ensures the viability of the consumer-driven demand for Provenir's
products," Ms Newgreen said.

Read more: Pitch in Paddock finalist: FarmGate MSU
Delivery of the company's first highest welfare meat packs, pre-sold via the campaign, is
expected to take place within the next two months.
The high welfare meat will be processed on-farm, from cattle from Provenir's partners in the
Riverina, which will then be transported and prepared at a Bannockburn butchery.
Supporters in Victoria, New South Wales, Brisbane and Townsville, Qld, are expected to
receive their first meat packs, by the end of July.
Following its crowdfunding success, Provenir's online store will soon go live.
Ms Newgreen said Provenir had introduced a highest welfare, on-farm processing system, that
eliminates live transport, before processing.
The company said the process improved animal welfare, removed transport costs and stress
on animals, and in return produced meat of exceptional quality, taste and tenderness.
Restaurateur Guy Grossi has been a long-time supporter of the on-farm processing concept.

"Mobile abattoirs make so much sense ~ both from a culinary point of
view, as well as being great for animal welfare."
Two exclusive rewards were offered as part of the crowdfunding campaign.
These rewards included a private dinner for up to 15 people prepared by award-winning chef
Matteo Toffano and a Gran Tour dinner experience for two with matched wines at Grossi
Florentino.
"Mobile abattoirs make so much sense - both from a culinary point of view, as well as being
great for animal welfare," Mr Grossi said.
https://www.stockandland.com.au/story/6188345/crowdfunding-puts-mobile-abattoir-on-the-road/

